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Subject:  Re: No news ???  

From:  Simi Antony (simi_27@yahoo.com)  

To:  pc_antony@hotmail.com;  

Date:  Thursday, February 9, 2017 1:59 PM  

 

 
I am not sure if u received this. 
  
Smeeta Antony simi_27@yahoo.com (952) 403-9283(R) (952) 239-9643 (C) 
 

On Thursday, February 9, 2017 9:53 AM, Simi Antony <simi_27@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 

 
sorry I forgot to attach the private investigators report 
 
 
  
Smeeta Antony simi_27@yahoo.com (952) 403-9283(R) (952) 239-9643 (C) 
 

On Thursday, February 9, 2017 9:47 AM, Simi Antony <simi_27@yahoo.com> wrote: 
 

 
I am under attack constantly as often as every 3 min while I am on the inside of the 
house. My life is a living hell inside of the house. 
 
I am still working with all the doctors and showing them the recordings of the last 5 
months trying to understand why a woman who earned $200,000 till the day prior to a 
surgery would become this seriously ill and not even exhibit those symptoms outside of 
the home? 
 
Under these kind of harsh interrupts as often as 3 min where the brain can't keep 
anything straight, I am doing my best to find a job. 
 
Hope that is enough of an update.  
 
Hopefully things are going well at your end while u try to find answers for me with 
psychiatrists or neurologists or private investigators.  
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Hopefully u have also received the recordings of the weekend containing the 80 videos 
in January the week of 22nd I believe, and a copy of all my medical records 
. 
 
I am also attaching a copy of the private investigator report. 
 
Also I am sending across a link to a website I put together that has all the information 
pertinent to my case for any lawyer that will hopefully do a better job on my next 
commitment. 
 
You might want to go thru the links and educate yourself. It is kept as concise as 
possible. 
 
use that information with an investigator in India and think why would such a career 
oriented kid become this ill explosively after a surgery, only on the inside of the home, 
gets physically and emotionally abused, get stolen of all the jewelry that her husband 
had his eyes on from the get go and wanted to posess from the get go, gets taken over 
off every cent where she has to go to him for his basic needs, get reduced to $2 cheap 
coffees,  $10 cheap clothes, fighting so hard to find a job with her mental health profile 
listed across town and is unable to find a job, then gets ensured of no access to her 
children. 
 
What kind of case is it? 
 
AVictimOfOrganizedCrime 
 

 
AVictimOfOrganizedCrime  

 

 
 
Hopefully that answers your question. 
  
Smeeta Antony simi_27@yahoo.com (952) 403-9283(R) (952) 239-9643 (C) 
 

On Thursday, February 9, 2017 6:34 AM, antony pullan <pc_antony@hotmail.com> wrote: 
 

Hope u r well .pl.comunicate. Dad 
 
 
Sent from my Windows Phone 

http://www.avictimoforganizedcrime.com/Facts-of-My-Case.php

